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Awards
• O’pen BIC : « Bateau Bleu » prize awarded by the Fédération des Industries Nautiques in 2007.
• Kayaks : Several « Etoiles du Design » between 2002 and 2010, with particular emphasis on  
their environmentally-friendly concept.
• SUP: BIC Sport received the 2013 Outside Magazine GEAR OF THE YEAR award for the 12’6 and 
11’ WING Stand Up Paddleboards. The Outside summer Buyer’s Guide not only highlights the very best 
in adventure gear, from sports equipment but also calls out the best values in each class. 
• BIC Sport has been voted Brand of the Year 2013 by EuroSIMA, (Europe-wide trade association 
for board sports). The Brand of the Year award recognises the actions and efforts made by 
manufacturers having had a golden year in terms of progression, product development,  
and/or a major boost of brand image accross Europe during the year.

Ecoride recognition
Developed by EuroSIMA Cluster in collaboration with the ADEME, Ecoride is a tool which provides the ability to 
measure and determine environmental efforts of companies within the boardsports industry. BIC Sport got this 
recognition thanks to its implementation of an environmental management system for the entire company.

Eco-Design and Environmental Awareness
Low energy consumption
• Short production cycle
• Short infra-red heating cycle
• Low electricity consumption 

Few resources used 
• Rejection rate < 2,5 / 1000
• Surplus material systematically recycled back into the production process
• A capacity per mould 5 times greater than standard techniques

No pollution
• Closed circuit cooling of the moulds
• No gas emissions
• No solvents

100% recyclable
• The O’pen BIC, the kayaks and the dinghies are boats  
  that can be entirely recycled at the end of their life-cycle.  
  They can be crushed and recycled for other usage.

BIC Sport has been manufacturing watersport products for over 30 years. Long before there was any 

awareness of environmental issues, it was keen to use a « clean » manufacturing process whereby materials 

could be recycled, and the production process did not involve gas emissions. From start to end of life-cycle, 

BIC Sport products are environmentally-friendly.

BIC SPORT Sustainable Development

Sustainable development: 
a major priority 
for BIC Sport



BIC Sport is the proud owner of an industrial tool that is unique in the world, capable of three different 

manufacturing techniques : thermoforming, thermoforming around a polystyrene core, and blow moulding/

blown extrusion. BIC Sport is the only manufacturer in the world to have these three manufacturing techniques 

available on one production site. This enables us to produce six different product types.

Hollow Twin-Sheet thermoforming
The principle : two slabs (deck and hull) are heat-moulded in an aluminium mould 
then pressure-fused together. The whole thing is then cooled and taken for finishing 
in the workshops. 

Products using this technique : kayaks, O’pen BIC, dinghies.

Thermoforming around a polystyrene core
The principle : a polystyrene blank is covered with fibreglass layers which is then 
impregnated with resin before being moved to a mould containing two prepared 
thermomoulded ASA finishing sheets. The mould is pressure-sealed, then cooled,  
the finished product extracted and sent for finishing.

Products using this technique : CTS windsurf boards, ACE-TEC surf boards, ACE-TEC SUP boards.

Blow moulding/Blown extrusion 
The principle : a tube of extruded (molten) polyethylene is gravity-moulded and then shaped 
by being blown against the inner walls of its hollow mould. Next it’s cooled, taken out 
of the mould and moved to a steel shaper where it is expansion-filled with high density 
polyurethane foam.

Products using this technique : Beach windsurf boards, DURA-TEC surf boards, DURA-TEC SUP boards.

BIC SPORT The Machinery

DEVELOPED
& PRODUCED
IN FRANCE





Ever since the release of our first model just after 2000,  
BIC Sport has been paying special attention to the look, 
performance, build quality, features and fittings of our kayaks, 
to ensure maximum fun out on the water. From the easy-riding 
Sit-On-Tops to the higher performance Sit-Ins, not forgetting the 
light-weight and easy- transport inflatables, our 2014 collection 
really has got something to suit all tastes, with great-looking, 
super-stable boats delivering you a fanstastic ride. Pretty soon, 
you’ll find it hard to leave the house for your holidays without one! 

Resolutely «made in France», BIC Sport kayaks are environmentally-
friendly, using an energy-efficient and non-polluting manufacturing 
process, with both the production off-cuts and kayak itself (at the 
end of its life) being 100% recyclable. 

To help you make the right choice, our kayaks have been 
categorised according to their general use. Our range names, 
«Beach», «Sport», Performance» and «Leisure» will help guide 
you through our catalogue.

New for 2015, our Sit-On-Top range welcomes the new Java, 
an especially innovative kayak as regards its transportation and 
its extensive range of navigation/paddle options. The Java is 
also available in a Fishing version, with all the extra fittings and 
features you would expect for successful fishing expeditions. 

Java. A brand new single-seater Sit-On-Top over 4 metres long 
and crammed with innovative features, the Java Fishing has 
great glide and is comfortably stable.

Main advantages for fishing activities : its capacity for carrying 
substantial loads, and its integral roller system. The Java also 
benefits from top quality fittings, such as its built-in adjustable 
foot rests and integral rudder inserts, to help you to paddle 
further and faster, searching for new fishing locations.

Our inflatable range covers all possible choices, with two different 
series designed for two different types of use. The YAKKAir Lite 
and Kalyma are entry-level kayaks, well-equipped and easy to 
paddle for beachside fun. A bit more serious, the Nomad and 
YAKKAir HP kayaks, with their High Pressure technology,  
are for faster, longer and more extreme paddling. 

We have a totally comprehensive range of accessories and paddles, 
to help you get maximum enjoyment from all your outings.

Safari, beach fun, or carried on a cruise boat, we wish you a 
great year’s paddling on any water in all our kayaks !
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Design: FRITSCH Associés.com & Bureau d’Étude BIC Sport

ouassou TrInIdad kalao BIlbao Tobago

nomad
hp 3

nomad
hp 1

yakkaIr
hp 2

yakkaIr
hp 1 

yakkaIr 
lITE 2

NEW

yakkaIr
lITE 1

NEW

kalyma

11’0’’ | 3.35m

37.4’’ | 0.95m

±33lbs | ±15kg

440lbs | 200kg

2 adults

Inflatable

10’9’’ | 3.30m

35.4’’ | 0.90m

±20.9lbs | ±9.5kg

242lbs | 110kg

1 adult

Inflatable

10’9’’ | 3.30m

35.4’’ | 0.90m

±24.2lbs | ±11kg

242lbs | 110kg

1 adult

Inflatable high-pressure

13’5’’ | 4.10m

37.8’’ | 0.96m

±33lbs | ±15kg

550lbs | 250kg

2 adults

Inflatable high-pressure

14’5.2’’ | 4.40m

31.5’’ | 0.80m

±37.5lbs | ±17kg

440lbs | 200kg

1 adult

Inflatable high-pressure

13’5’’ | 4.10m

37.8’’ | 0.96m

±29.7lbs | ±13.5kg

550lbs | 250kg

2 adults

Inflatable

Length

Width

Weight

Max load

Capacity

Technology

Length

Width

Weight

Max load

Capacity

Technology

* Child max 55lbs / 25kg

Recreational

Beach

Weekend Excursion

12’11’’ | 3.95m

33.1’’ | 0.84m

70lbs | 32kg

550lbs | 250kg

2 adults + 1 child

TST

8’6’’ | 2.60m

31’’ | 0.78m

39lbs | 18kg

242lbs | 110kg

1 adult + 1 child*

TST

9’10’’ | 3.00m

31’’ | 0.78m

46lbs | 21kg

264lbs | 120kg

1 adult + 1 child*

TST

14’4’’ | 4.35m

34.6’’ | 0.88m

87lbs | 39.5kg

683lbs | 310kg

2 adults + 2 children

TST

11'9’’ | 3.59m

33.1’’ | 0.84m

62.8lbs | 28.5kg

400lbs | 180kg

2 adults + 1 child*

TST

Sport

Touring / Sea kayak

16’4.9’’ | 5.00m

33.5'' | 0.85m

±55.1lbs | ±25kg

617lbs | 280kg

2 adults + 2 children

Inflatable high-pressure
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java

NEW

java
TourIng

NEW

BornEO Scapa

BIlbao TrInIdad java

NEW

BornEO yakkaIr
hp 2

Length

Width

Weight

Max load

Capacity

Technology

Sit-On-Top Inflatable

13’5’’ | 4.10m

33.1’’ | 0.84m

77lbs | 35kg

550lbs | 250kg

2 adults + 1 child

TST

9’10’’ | 3.00m

31’’ | 0.78m

50lbs | 23kg 

264lbs | 120kg

1 adult + 1 child*

TST

13’5’’ | 4.10m

37.8’’ | 0.96m

±33lbs | ±15kg

550lbs | 250kg

2 adults

Inflatable high-pressure

11’9’’ | 3.59m

33.1’’ | 0.84m

65lbs | 29.5kg

400lbs | 180kg

2 adults + 1 child*

TST

14’5’’ | 4.40m

26’’ | 0.66m

50lbs | 23kg

286lbs | 130kg

1 adult + 1 child*

TST

13’5’’ | 4.10m

33.1’’ | 0.84m

75lbs | 34kg

550lbs | 250kg

2 adults + 1 child

TST

13’5’’ | 4.10m

28’’ | 0.71m

64lbs | 29kg

330lbs | 150kg

1 adult

TST

13’5’’ | 4.10m

28’’ | 0.71m

66lbs | 30kg

330lbs | 150kg

1 adult

TST

Performance

13’5’’ | 4.10m

28’’ | 0.71m

66lbs | 30kg

330lbs | 150kg

1 adult

TST



Safety lines

Foam pads  
on the seats

Ergonomics seats

Can housing

Abrasion protector

Abrasion protector

Ergonomic 
footrests

Removable wide-tyre wheels (Java / Borneo)

Capacious baggage-carrying area

As a leading specialist in board and water sports, we’ve designed a range of high-performance, aesthetically 

pleasing kayaks that are as durable as they are innovative : imaginative hull designs, fast and stable ride, 

thermoformed polyethylene construction produced in France, ergonomically designed cockpits and seats,  

top quality fittings and fixtures, every possible care has been taken to ensure you get maximum pleasure 

from your time on the water. Various BIC Sport kayaks have been recognised with awards from the influential 

«Observateur du Design» magazine for their overall design, innovative features, and the environmental 

considerations behind their manufacturing/construction technology. 

BIC KAYAKS Design & Technology

Removable rear trolley wheels (Java/Borneo)

QUALITY FITTINGS AND FEATURES

All the integral production fittings of BIC Sport kayaks are top quality  

to guarantee durability and paddle comfort

• Foam seat pads = improved paddle comfort 

• Rubber-coated front and rear carry handles = easy carrying on land 

• Protective rear bumper = protection from knocks and easy launching 

• Removable rear trolley wheels (Java/Borneo) or casters (Bilbao and Tobago) = easier transportation on land 

• Life lines = easy to climb back on board 

• Elasticated straps = simple, secure storage for bags and water bottles 

• Storage net = stores your essential equipment within easy reach 
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Rubber-coated  
carry handles

SUPER SOLID BUILD QUALITY

TST - Twin Sheet Technology :

The exclusive Twin Sheet technology used in the construction of BIC Sport kayaks is acheived by using thermoformed Polyethylene 

sheets. The deck and hull sections are formed and sealed together in one single operation. The result of this fusion is incredibly 

durable, unique in kayak manufacture. The join line is invisible and 100% secure. This process, creating a product that is lighter, 

stronger and smoother finished than rotomoulding, is also anti-UV treated. Highly resistant to knocks and scratching, it gives all  

BIC Sport kayaks exceptional durability. 

ERGONOMIC SEATING

The seat ergonomics of the entire BIC Sport kayak range have been specially developed 

to ensure optimum paddle comfort.

• Flat back rest inclined towards the rear at the bottom to prevent the pelvis from being 

pushed forwards. This also relaxes the legs, relieving pressure against the foot rests.

• Centre of gravity set low down for improved stability, but above the flotation line so that 

the bottom of the seats stays dry.

HIGH PERFORMANCE HULL DESIGN

The THD (Triple Hull Design) shape was conceived to provide excellent glide 

and to give great manoeuvrability, while retaining maximum stability.  

The special shape of our hulls was inspired by trimaran construction, 

and features a large central section (1) with narrow water channels 

to optimise glide, and two outer hull sections (2) that give 

the boat stability without slowing its forward speed.  

The two resultant concave sections (3) help improve 

the overall performance.



BIC KAYAKS    
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BIC KAYAKS  SIT-ON-TOP  BEACH

BEACH

DEVELOPED
& PRODUCED
IN FRANCE

Stable, designed to be simple and affordable, the BEACH series kayaks are the gateway kayaks for our Sit-On-Top range,  

the easiest way to get out and have fun on the water while you’re at the beach. They are made to BIC Sport’s usual high 

standards, and their deck and cockpit design make them easy to use and very well suited to family and group activities.  

The Trinidad and Kalao models can be fitted with a small motor. 

           * The Ouassou is designed as a versatile and manoeuvrable kayak ideal for beach fun. The stern handles let you hang on 

to body drag and allow easy access on board. The Ouassou also handles surf and waves comfortably due to the ‘spatula’ shaped hull and 

the three hull inserts, enabling a set of fins (available separately as an accessory) to be fitted for better tracking. Its compact form and 

light weight make this a kayak that is easy to manoeuvre, transport and store.

           * The Trinidad is a kayak purpose-built for leisure : compact, able to seat two adults and a child, it’s highly versatile and 

stable, making it suitable for all kinds of situations. For family outings, its ergonomic seats and stability are reassuring. For more serious 

paddling and exploring, solo or two-up, its very low draught, innovative hull design and wide rear storage area are really useful for getting 

where you want wherever that is, with  whatever equipment you need to take, and for going further, faster. As a final bonus, the Trinidad 

can be fitted with a small electric motor to give it even more possibilities.

           * The Kalao is quite the 4x4 of the kayak world. It is equally at ease on the sea, rivers or simply having fun on any stretch 

of water. The largely flat hull design with very little water draught is very stable and enables the kayak to go almost anywhere. It makes it 

simple for a family of two adults and two children to all ride together in complete comfort and safety. This is also a true 3 (adult) person 

Sit-On-Top, with 3 proper ergonomic seats and a wide rear storage area. Two other advantages of the Kalao : it’s unsinkable, and it can be 

adapted to take a small electric motor.

OUASSOU

TRINIDAD

KALAO
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Sit-On-Top for Everyone

L.: 8’6’’ / 2.60m
w.: 31’’ / 0.78m 

W.: 39lbs / 18kg
Maxi load: 242lbs / 110kg

Capacity: 1 adult + 1 child (max 55lbs / 25kg)

L.: 11’9’’ / 3.59m
w.: 33.1’’ / 0.84m 

W.: 62.8lbs / 28.5kg
Maxi load: 400lbs / 180kg

Capacity: 2 adults + 1 child (max 55lbs / 25kg)

L.: 14’4’’ / 4.35m
w.: 34.6’’ / 0.88m 

W.: 87lbs / 39.5kg
Maxi load: 683lbs / 310kg

Capacity: 2 adults + 2 children

Manoeuvrability
Straight Line perf.
Stability
Gliding properties

Sea
Lake / flat water
Beginner white water
Beginner waves

Manoeuvrability
Straight Line perf.
Stability
Gliding properties

Sea
Lake / flat water
Beginner white water
Beginner waves

Manoeuvrability
Straight Line perf.
Stability
Gliding properties

Sea
Lake / flat water
Beginner white water
Beginner waves
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BIC KAYAKS  SIT-ON-TOP  SPORT

SPORT

DEVELOPED
& PRODUCED
IN FRANCE

The kayaks in the SPORT range are already best sellers. The Bilbao and Tobago kayaks have helped create the BIC reputation in 

the kayak market with their combination of innovation in design, quality fittings, and a near-perfect stability/performance ratio.  

Compact and superbly finished, they are excellent kayaks giving great glide and superb handling for your most ambitious 

excursions and outings.

           * The BIC Sport Bilbao is a versatile kayak that will suit beginners and experienced kayakers alike. Whether you’re paddling 

for sport, exploring, diving or having a quick paddle with the kids, the quality of its design makes all activities possible with comfort and ease.  

The fluid hull shape provides a nice smooth ride, while the deck shape and quality extras allow you to carry almost any load with optimum 

stability and guaranteed safety. Its size and reduced weight make it easy to stow and transport.

           * The Tobago is the perfect kayak for family outings and general use. It offers several possibilities: 1 or 2-adult 

paddling, with 1 or 2 children seated on the central section, shaped like a motorbike seat. There is also space for a bag or container 

when out on an excursion. The fluid hull lines mean it’s also well suited to sport kayaking, all in complete comfort and safety. The Tobago 

comes with a wheel at the rear, for easy transport in car parks, bow protection and elastic straps to secure your equipment. EVA foam 

pads cover the seats. The Tobago is a fast, stable and comfortable sea kayak.

BILBAO

TOBAGO
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Easy Glider

L.: 9’10’’ / 3.00m
w.: 31’’ / 0.78m 

W.: 46lbs / 21kg
Maxi load: 264lbs / 120kg

Capacity: 1 adult + 1 child (max 55lbs / 25kg)

L.: 12’11’’ / 3.95m
w.: 33.1’’ / 0.84m 
W.: 70lbs / 32kg

Maxi load: 550lbs / 250kg
Capacity: 2 adults + 1 child

Manoeuvrability
Straight Line perf.
Stability
Gliding properties

Sea
Lake / flat water
Beginner white water
Beginner waves

Manoeuvrability
Straight Line perf.
Stability
Gliding properties

Sea
Lake / flat water
Beginner white water
Beginner waves



BIC KAYAKS  SIT-ON-TOP  PERFORMANCE

JAVA

DEVELOPED
& PRODUCED
IN FRANCE

Photo: JAVA Touring

Ergonomic cockpit Built-in adjustable foot rests

The new Java is a single-seat Sit-on-Top kayak that stands out from the rest thanks to its excellent handling in any type of water, 

its capacity for carrying substantial loads, and its integral roller system. The Java also benefits from top quality fittings,  

such as its built-in adjustable foot rests, and its integral rudder inserts. It’s a high-performance exploration and touring kayak, 

combining stability and comfort to help you go further, faster.
 

KEY FEATURES :
• Ergonomic cockpit = increased paddle-comfort.

• Vast rear storage area = can carry sizeable load of equipment for long trips or fishing.

• Wide, deep, triple-volume hull design = excellent steering control, great performance in sea conditions, glide.

• Integral roller system using removable wheels that are stored under the rear deck when on the water = easy transportation to the water 

edge without needing a trolley.

• Built-in adjustable foot rests = wide range of paddle position settings, paddle comfort.

• Design-led concept = aesthetically pleasing, great ergonomics.

• Integral rear protection runner and front bumper = longevity.

• Fishing Version fitted with integral rod racks/rests, watertight storage hatches, bait box holder... = totally adapted to meet your 

fishing trip needs.

• Three vesrions available : Standard, Touring (same colour as  

Standard but fitted out for Fishing), and Fishing 

(camouflage green/beige colour scheme).

The adventurer
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BORNEO

NEW JAVA and BORNEO

Water use configuration
Wheels stowed in their storage hatch

Land use configuration 
Wheels mounted on their axle

The Borneo kayak is a two-paddle family kayak that features some outstanding innovations. There’s nothing else to rival it in the  

Sit-on-Top market and the Borneo has a range of attractive, original features specifically designed for the «leisure» paddling market. 

KEY FEATURES :
• Carries 2 adults, 1 child, plus baggage.

• Adaptable for solo paddling with the same paddle-comfort as the duo set-up. 

• An effective transportation system for the beach has been incorporated in the kayak’s design. Removable wide-tyre wheels sit on an axle 

mounted on the kayak’s keel. Once at the water the wheels are removed and stored in a special hatch on the rear baggage area. 

• Its generously-proportioned, «triple-volume» hull design gives the kayak a combination of excellent glide and re-assuring stability.

• The large rear section incorporates a capacious baggage-carrying area.

• As with all BIC Sport kayaks, the Borneo’s shape and concept has come from a specialist designer. 

• The Borneo is also available as a specialist «fishing» version, and includes a number of factory-fitted extra features (rod racks and rests, 

watertight storage hatches...)

• The extra features on the fishing version are available as individual accessories to fit to a standard Borneo.

Highly stable triple-volume hull design  
= Total safety for family 
and/or fishing excursions

1. Mono-paddle seating configuration 
2. Duo-paddle seating configuration
3. Storage space with integral elasticated straps
4. Wheel storage hatch / 5. Foot rest / 6. Rear bumper

100% mono/duo convertible for family fun 
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BIC KAYAKS  SIT-ON-TOP  PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

DEVELOPED
& PRODUCED
IN FRANCE

Much longer than our other boats, the two models in the PERFORMANCE series are aimed at a more sporty market,  

offering a wider range of paddling styles and options, but still easy to use. Joining the Scapa and the Borneo,  

the new Java model arrives with a fistful of innovations.

                                                   New for 2015, the Java features above all an excellent glide/stability ratio, it’s a high 

performance sea-going single-seater, longer than the Bilbao to allow you to take on even more ambitious outings and trips. 

Combining an innovative hull and a neat design, it also gives you equally high quality features : a wide, flat rear storage 

area for carrying sizeable loads, integral wheels/rollers for easy transportation, plus a moulded deck insert for storing the 

wheels/rollers while sailing, all conceived to help you get in and out of the water with the minimum of effort. It also includes 

excellent and comprehensive extra equipment enabling you to customise your boat for fishing trips and excursions. 

            The Borneo is a brand new family oriented double Sit-On-Top, with a number of innovative features, notably the 

possibility of solo use in equal paddling comfort to double. Its fluid hull lines give it great glide whilst retaining reassuringly comfortable 

stability. There’s innovation in the equipment and fittings too, like the removable integral wheels/rollers for easy transportation.  

There’s a molded deck insert for storing the wheels/rollers while sailing. Clearly a future benchmark boat in its category.

           * With its narrow, water-cutting bow section and clean hull shape, the Scapa is a boat that is designed for speed.  

The look matches the feel in every way but still retains the excellent stability and added safety and comfort you expect from a BIC ‘Sit-On-Top’. 

Fast but stable, it’s an excellent boat for fast cruising, physical conditioning and ideal for learning sea kayaking. The molded baggage 

storage area behind the cockpit allows you to load up with diving tanks, as well as fishing or touring equipment.

JAVA / JAVA TOURING

BORNEO

SCAPA
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JAVA

JAVA TOURING

Further, faster

L.: 13’5’’ / 4.10m
w.: 33.1’’ / 0.84m
W.: 75lbs / 34kg

Maxi load: 550lbs / 250kg
Capacity: 2 adults + 1 child

L.: 14’5’’ / 4.40m
w.: 26’’ / 0.66m 

W.: 50lbs / 23kg
Maxi load: 286lbs / 130kg

Capacity: 1 adult + 1 child (max 55lbs / 25kg)

Manoeuvrability
Straight Line perf.
Stability
Gliding properties

Manoeuvrability
Straight Line perf.
Stability
Gliding properties

Sea
Lake / flat water
Beginner white water
Beginner waves

Sea
Lake / flat water
Beginner white water
Beginner waves

Manoeuvrability
Straight Line perf.
Stability
Gliding properties

Sea
Lake / flat water
Beginner white water
Beginner waves

L.: 13’5’’ / 4.10m
w.: 28’’ / 0.71m 

JAVA W.: 64lbs / 29kg
JAVA TOURING W.: 66lbs / 30kg

Maxi load: 330lbs / 150kg
Capacity: 1 adult



BIC KAYAKS  INFLATABLE  





BIC KAYAKS  INFLATABLE  RECRATIONAL

The inflatable models in the Leisure range are designed for leisure paddling close to the beach or on lakes and rivers.  

Aimed at beginners and occasional paddlers, they’re stable, sturdy and light weight and are well fitted for and suited to family fun.  

They pack down into a carry bag but can be unpacked and inflated in minutes.

            The Kalyma is a family fun kayak for beach, open sea and rivers. Comfortable, tough, stable and light, it’s packed full of 

practical fittings and features : removable seats that are also adjustable for leg length, integral water resistant storage compartment,  

an integral draining valve… The safety features include three independent inflatable sections, a removable rear fin and a guiding skeg.  

It can be used by 1 or 2 persons paddling in comfort and comes with a carry bag, air pressure gauge and a repair kit.

                     Developed directly from the successful YAKKAir HP, the YAKKAir Lite is aimed specifically at coastal 

paddling close to the beach, for rivers and for other inland waters. Stable, strong and light weight, the YAKKAir Lite is the ideal way  

to get out on the water on your holidays. Lites are inflatable but built to last : Polyurethane bladders + Dacron bladder sleeve,  

multi-tube bottom with a coated fabric outer skin giving exceptional durability. The rigid front and rear tip stiffeners help sharpen  

the cutting edge and further improve glide.

The YAKKAir Lite 1 has been conceived for one person use. Stable, fast, light weight and comfortable, it’s a fully-equipped kayak which 

comes equipped with backrest and footrest.

The YAKKAir Lite 2 has been designed for two person paddling, but can easily be used solo by mounting a single seat in the centre  

of the kayak. It’s a fully-equipped kayak which comes equipped with backrests and footrests.

RECREATIONAL

KALYMA

YAKKAir Lite 1 & 2
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Beach Sports

L.: 11’0’’ / 3.35m
w.: 37.4’’ / 0.95m 

W.: ±33lbs / ±15kg
Maxi load: 440lbs / 200kg

Capacity: 2 adults

L.: 10’9’’ / 3.30m
w.: 35.4’’ / 0.90m 

W.: ±20.9lbs / ±9.5kg
Maxi load: 242lbs / 110kg

Capacity: 1 adult

L.: 13’5’’ / 4.10m
w.: 37.8’’ / 0.96m 

W.: ±29.7lbs / ±13.5kg
Maxi load: 550lbs / 250kg

Capacity: 2 adults

Manoeuvrability
Straight Line perf.
Stability
Gliding properties

Sea
Lake / flat water
Beginner white water
Beginner waves

Manoeuvrability
Straight Line perf.
Stability
Gliding properties

Sea
Lake / flat water
Beginner white water
Beginner waves

Manoeuvrability
Straight Line perf.
Stability
Gliding properties

Sea
Lake / flat water
Beginner white water
Beginner waves

1- Heavy duty twin screw valve
2- Nylon skin with highly resistant PU coating
3- PVC bladders
4- Heavy duty abrasion-resistant supported «hull» skin

1. Cordura Polyester fabric
2. Reinforced PVC
3. Dacron tube

4. Polyurethane bladder
5. Multi-tube hull

: Low pressureLP

LP LP

LP

LP

LP LP



BIC KAYAKS  INFLATABLE  WEEKEND EXCURSION / TOURING

The principle behind these highly innovative inflatables lies in their use of multiple materials to help reduce weight, plus the use 

of a keel and bottom section inflated to high pressure to give the hull a superbly efficient V shape. Result : the YAKKAir HP and 

Nomad HP are light weight and high performance boats with the advantage of pack-down and storage into a compact carry bag. 

This means you can get to further flung and less accessible spots much more easily. 

                     The YAKKAir HP range is a true revolution in inflatable kayaks with the combination of a keel and a 

high-pressure inflatable hull/floor to maximise the V shape and with it the kayak’s overall performance. YAKKAir HP kayaks are lighter, 

perform better and give a more comfortable ride than conventional inflatable kayaks. Wind drag/resistance is reduced and they are 

easier to steer at sea, giving them a performance equal to that of existing rigid designs. The YAKKAir HP1 & HP2 come equipped with 

backrests and footrests. YAKKAir HP kayaks can be fitted with flexible deck cover to keep splash water out, without any hindrance to 

movement or safety.

                     The Nomad HPs use the same concept that was so successful on the YAKKAir HP,  

with a high pressure inflatable keel and bottom section of the hull, together creating a dynamic and high performance hull shape,  

all at a feather weight and giving an excellent paddle position. As for performance, the Nomad HP benefits from a higher bow section, 

extended length, and a flexible decking system giving better internal protection. With its innovative decking system, the Nomad HP3 

is a true sea kayak, ideal for longer double paddling excursions, and featuring a large storage area for carrying equipment.  

It also makes it more viable for the more challenging conditions you find in cooler seasons. Take out the decking and the HP3 

becomes a vast, stable, top-performing family 3-seater. The Nomad HP1 is a solo kayak with the same features as the HP3  

(higher bow section, flexible decking...) giving you the same level of paddle-comfort and protection for more extended solo trips.

The Nomad HP1 & HP3 come equipped with backrests and footrests.

WEKKEND EXCURSION / TOURING

YAKKAir HP1 & HP2

NOMAD HP1 & HP3
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High Pressure !

L.: 10’9’’ / 3.30m
w.: 35.4’’ / 0.90m 

W.: ±24.2lbs / ±11kg
Maxi load: 242lbs / 110kg

Capacity: 1 adult

L.: 13’5’’ / 4.10m
w.: 37.8’’ / 0.96m 

W.: ±33lbs / ±15kg
Maxi load: 550lbs / 250kg

Capacity: 2 adults

L.: 14’5.2’’ / 4.40m
w.: 31.5’’ / 0.80m 

W.: ±37.5lbs / ±17kg
Maxi load: 440lbs / 200kg

Capacity: 1 adult

L.: 16’4.9’’ / 5.00m
w.: 33.5’’ / 0.85m 

W.: ±55.1lbs / ±25kg
Maxi load: 617lbs / 280kg

Capacity: 2 adults + 2 children

When you sit down in a YAKKAir HP or a Nomad HP, the high-
pressure floor (1) presses down on the high-pressure keel (2) 
putting the PVC skin (3) under tension. Under the pressure of the 
water, the skin stretches and curves out to give the hull its high-
performance double concave shape.

 : High pressure           : Low pressureLPHP

Keel + rigid high-pressure floor  
+ fabric + water pressure

= concave shape keel + rigid dry seat

LP LP

HP

LP LP

HP

Manoeuvrability
Straight Line perf.
Stability
Gliding properties

Sea
Lake / flat water
Beginner white water
Beginner waves

Manoeuvrability
Straight Line perf.
Stability
Gliding properties

Sea
Lake / flat water
Beginner white water
Beginner waves

Manoeuvrability
Straight Line perf.
Stability
Gliding properties

Sea
Lake / flat water
Beginner white water
Beginner waves

Manoeuvrability
Straight Line perf.
Stability
Gliding properties

Sea
Lake / flat water
Beginner white water
Beginner waves



BIC KAYAKS  FISHING  SIT-ON-TOP & INFLATABLE

The kayaks in the Fishing range enable you to get quickly and easily to the best spots, and to glide through shallows and rocky areas 
totally risk-free. Single or double-seaters, they set themselves apart from the rest with their beige or green camouflage colouring as well 
as by their angling-specific fittings (integral rod rests and racks, storage lockers...) giving you the freedom of hassle-free angling action.

Bilbao* With its very rounded hull shape and narrow tips, the Bilbao Fishing has great glide and excellent stability, guaranteeing you 
complete safety for your solo fishing trips. The intelligent deck design and quality fittings allow you to carry any kind of load. Its reduced 
length and weight make it easy to store and transport.

Trinidad* Compact but wide, the Trinidad Fishing  is the kayak for double paddling. It’s a highly stable boat, designed for solo or  
two-person fishing trips. It’s got great storage possibilities for your fishing equipment. It can be fitted with the appropriate mountings to 
take a small electric motor.

Java New for 2015, the Java Fishing gives you above all an outstanding compromise between glide and stability. At more than  
4 metres long, you can take on even more ambitious excursions than in the Bilbao. Its large rear storage area and integral roller system 
are great advantages for angling outings. Better still : comprehensive fittings and accessories giving you lots of options for personalising 
its set-up, for angling or other trips. The Java is also easily converted into a sea kayak.

Borneo A brand new double-seater Sit-On-Top over 4 metres long and crammed with innovative features, the Borneo Fishing has great 
glide and is comfortably stable. The main innovation : you can switch between solo and double and keep exactly the same comfort of 
paddle position. A real plus for angling excursions. Its other major pluses : a sizeable flat rear storage area and an integral roller system. 
And it’s very simple to convert to a sea kayak.

YAKKAir HP2 The YAKKAir HP2 Fishing is carried in a wheeled back-pack for easy transport, whether you’re on foot or by car.  
It only takes a few minutes to set up and is ideal for reaching difficult fishing spots. Its high-pressure keel and high-pressure floor with their solid 
PVC skin form a highly-efficient V shape hull. Lighter but as powerful and comfortable as a rigid Sit-On-Top kayak, the YAKKAir HP2 Fishing can 
also be fitted with a protective canvas cover. It is made from sturdy material that will withstand potential damage from fishing hooks.  
The YAKKAir HP2 can also be used for solo kayaking, leaving lots of room for all your fishing gear.



*Design: FRITSCH Associés.com & Bureau d’Étude BIC Sport

Fishing in Total Freedom

Length

Width

Weight

Max load

Capacity

Technology

Borneo
13’5’’ / 4.10m

33.1’’ / 0.84m

77lbs / 35kg

550lbs / 250kg

2 adults + 1 child

TST

Bilbao*
9’10’’ / 3.00m

31’’ / 0.78m

50lbs / 23kg 

264lbs / 120kg

1 adult + 1 child*

TST

YAKKAir HP2
13’5’’ / 4.10m

37.8’’ / 0.96m

±33lbs / ±15kg

550lbs / 250kg

2 adults

Inflatable high-pressure

Trinidad*
11’9’’ / 3.59m

33.1’’ / 0.84m

65lbs / 29.5kg

400lbs / 180kg

2 adults + 1 child*

TST

Java
13’5’’ / 4.10m

28’’ / 0.71m

66lbs / 30kg

330lbs / 150kg

1 adult

TST
*Child (max 55lbs / 25kg)

Fishing range kayaks are 
fitted with rod racks and 
watertight hatches for 
carrying extra equipment. 



BIC KAYAKS Accessories

Paddles
BIC Kayak's catalogue offers a wide range 

of kayak paddles, to give the best choice 

possible for every kayak pursuit and paddling 

style. Mini-ranges called "Beach" (leisure 

kayaking), "Sport" (all-round and sport kayak), 

"Sport Soft Grip" (integral foam grips), and 

"Adventure" (top quality materials, long 

distance paddling) will help guide you to the 

perfect paddle for you. The blades of our 

Sport and Adventure paddles have been 

custom designed to ensure maximum paddle 

comfort. The central rib stiffens the whole 

blade to help spread your effort and the 

water flow as efficiently as possible during the 

submerged phase. Making them exceptionally 

easy on your hands, comfortable to use,  

and delivering top performance.



Soft GripBeach Sport Adventure 
1 part

2.15m

2 parts

2.15m

1 part

2.25m

1 part

2.20m

1 part

2.20m

1 part

2.20m

2 parts

2.20m

2 parts

2.20m

2 parts

2.20m

4 parts

2.20m

1 part

1.90m

AluminiumShaft: Aluminium + Soft Grip 100% FiberglassAluminium

Asymmetric blades for 
long distance courses 
and touring paddling. 

Moderate power, 
comfort in windy and 
choppy conditions.  

Aluminim shaft covered 
with a soft and 

comfortable grip. Fitted 
with anti - drip shields.

Asymmetric blades for long 
distance courses and touring 
paddling. Moderate power, 

comfort in windy and choppy 
conditions. 

Black anodized shaft, fitted with  
anti - drip shields.

Asymmetric blades for mainly fun kayaking 
and your first paddling adventures.  

Easy to use and not too physical with very 
little water runoff. Black anodized shaft, 

polyethylene blade.

Asymmetric blades for 
the more advanced 

kayakers. Very stable, 
light weight, powerful, 
it’s ideal for taking you 
to another level, an 
excellent motor at a 

great price for the more 
demanding enthusiast.



De luxe Fishing Ergonomic Standard Power 
Thick, ergonomic foam 
cushioning, rear pocket;  
2 integral rod holders.  
Soft neoprene comfort.

Backrest aimed for maximum 
comfort. Ultra-rigid and 

ergonomic, it gives superb back 
support for less fatigue and  

more paddling power.
Material: 

pre-formed, articulated, 
thermoformed foam with  

a rigid inner plate.

Foam covered seat and  
back rest,  

comfort and support  
for your back,  

easy adjustment. 

Foam covered back rest,  
comfort and support  

for your back,  
easy adjustment. 

BIC KAYAKS Accessories

Backrests
BIC Sport's backrests improve the paddle comfort of BIC Sport kayak 

seats, and are absolutely indispensible for long distance paddling. 

Aside from the improved comfort, they also help increase your 

paddle power, keeping the back well positioned in the lumbar region.  

The Ergonomic backrest (see photo) is the best example of our expertise. 

 Inspired by windsurf harness design, it's a rigid, moulded, 

ergonomic backrest giving exceptional back support, to help deliver 

maximum power with minimum fatigue. There's nothing else that 

can match it on the kayak market.



Buoyancy Aids Sport
Jr / S / M / L / XL / XXL

ISO EN 12402-5

Buoyancy Aids Beach
Jr / S-M / L-XL
ISO EN 12402-5

Waterproof bags
30L / 45L 

Spray skirt

Knee straps 

Deck bag

Kayak trolley
Max load: 176lbs / 80kg

Kayak trolley Eco S
Max load: 110lbs / 50kgFor Kalao & Trinidad

Sail area: 1.2 m²
Wind range: 3-18 knots

Deck cover
YAKKAir Lite1 & HP1

Deck cover
YAKKAir Lite2 & HP2

Set 3 fins Soft FCS 
for Ouassou

Paddle leashDrain plug (x4)Car roof strapRoof rack foam pads

Hatch kit diam. 20cm  
with screw

Hatch kit oval shape  
with screw

Hatch lid diam. 20cmKit rod support  
with screw

Ergonomic Accessories Fins

Safety

Accessories

Sail Motor Bracket Transport
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